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BeAScout Pin + Invitation / 

Application Manager Webinar



Updating Your Unit’s 

BeAScout PIN

A guide by The Pathway to Adventure Council



BeAScout Pin Navigation

my.scouting home page
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Log into you’re “my.scouting” account and proceed to the Update Unit Pin section



BeAScout Pin Navigation
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Link: https://www.scouting.org/resources/online-registration/



BeAScout Pin Tutorials
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NOTE: There are a total of 5 small tutorials that last an overall total of 31 minutes.  The PDF 
Instructions are a supplement to the tutorials and are captured in the subsequent slides.



BeAScout Pin Tutorials
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BeAScout Pin Tutorials
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Setting Up Your Unit BeAScout Pin
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Organizational Manager
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NOTE: You must be the Cubmaster/Scoutmaster, unit 
committee chair or the chartered organization 

representative to update a BeAScout Pin.

Once the pin is set-up, up to 6 adults in your unit can 
be given access to the system to update information 

and manage leads from interested parents.



Navigate through the 
menu to your unit:

Your view will look 
slightly different, but 
here is an example of 

navigation to Pack 190 in 
Trailblazer District. 

Select your unit and click 
“navigate” at the bottom

Navigate to your unit pin



This is an example of your unit’s dashboard page:

Check these boxes 
to “On” to allow 

online Applications 
and to appear on the 

BeAScout search

Here is the preview 
of what those 

searching for your 
unit will see.

Make sure the boxes 
down here are set to 
“on” depending on 

what information you 
want people to see 

Make sure contact 
information, website, 

and additional unit 
information is up to 

date

NOTE: You can also 
add an invite about an 
upcoming unit event 
within the additional 

unit information 
section.

You will need to make 
sure you change that 
information once the 

event is over!!

Unit BeAScout Pin Navigation

NOTE: The system 
default website is 
“beascout.org”

A
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BeAScout Pin – The Lynchpin to Success
(https://beascout.scouting.org)

• “Rule of Thumb” - Keep your Pin current

– Includes leader contact, meeting location & 
address

• If your email address is different between your 
Unit Pin and you’re my.scouting account, then 
you will not receive notification of a new Lead 
or Application

– Any specific event information can be added to the 
Additional Unit Information section

• You must keep any additional information 
current

• Does your pin contain additional information 
about your unit leadership’s awareness and 
your meeting location accommodations for 
those with disabilities?
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Often times parents 
select the Unit 

based on it’s 
meeting location. 

Make sure it’s 
accurate!

Finally, be sure to click 
“Save” at the bottom of 
the screen to make your 

changes final!

If you change the unit 
meeting address, be sure 

to click the Locate 
button so that the 

latitude and longitude for 
the address you entered 
are mapped.  Be sure you 

verify the pin location.  
Report any errors to your 

DE.

Unit BeAScout Pin Navigation



Another useful tool is 
to make sure that your 
Pack’s pin is updated 
for the types of youth 

applications you 
accept. 

To do this, click 
“settings” and click the 

circle here:

You can enter your 
Unit fees, along with 

an explanation, in 
this section, so new 

families are not 
surprised after they 

register

Unit fees cannot be 
paid online

NOTE: PTAC does 
not allow online 

Adult Applications at 
this time, we will 

notify all units once 
there is a change

Please submit a 
paper adult 

application along 
with the completed 

Criminal Background 
Check (CBC) form

Unit BeAScout Pin Navigation



To create a custom welcome letter, navigate to 
the bottom of the “settings” page and click 

“welcome emails”

After clicking, it will open a box where you can 
write in what you’d like your personal custom 

message to be

You can also add an invite to only your new 

Scouts about an upcoming unit event within 

the additional unit information section

Be sure you change that information once 

the event is over!!

Unit BeAScout Pin Navigation



Unit BeAScout Pin Navigation
Next, to make sure your 

changes are up to date and 
look good. Navigate to 

BeAScout.org and search 
your unit by its zip code

NOTE: Changes can take up 
to 24 hours before they go 

live!!!

Rule of Thumb: Check your 
pin evry 3-6 months to 

ensure all information is 
current and accurate.

Searching via zip 
code yields the 

nearest Packs to 
your home and 

allows you to verify 
your information 

has updated 
properly  

English & Español



Searching via zip 
code yields the 

nearest Packs to you. 

Here are 2 examples 
of information of a 
recently completed 
search.  Please note 

the different levels of 
information present.

What unit would a 
new family likely 
reach out to first?

Unit BeAScout Pin Navigation



How to Navigate Invitation & 

Application Manager

A guide by The Pathway to Adventure Council



BeAScout Pin – my.scouting home page
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Log-in to 

my.scouting.org 

using your log-in 

credentials 

Navigate to 

“Invitation 

Manager” in the 

drop-down menu 

on the top left of 

the screen

Link: https://www.scouting.org/resources/online-registration/



BeAScout Pin Navigation
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Link: https://www.scouting.org/resources/online-registration/



Invitation Manager Training Tutorials
(Overall total run time is ~ 17 min & 15 sec)
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Application Manager Training Tutorials
(Overall total run time is ~ 20 min & 45 sec)
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NOTE: PTAC does not allow online Adult 
Applications at this time, we will notify all 

units once there is a change

Please submit a paper adult application 
along with the completed Criminal 

Background Check (CBC) form



Invitation / Application Manager Notification & Reports Tutorials

(Overall total run time is ~ 8 min & 30 sec)
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This is the 
dashboard for 
“Membership 

Manager” 

Application & 
Invitation 

information and 
unit repoorts are 

located here

Note the “Status 
Summary” section.

Here you can see 
new, opened, 

pending Leads, 
along with 

invitation-sent 
applications

Invitation Manager Navigation



If you scroll down on the 
dashboard page, you can 

see the “leads.” These 
are people who have 
inquired about a unit. 

(names have been 
greyed-out for privacy)

The center column 
indicates the status, 
whether it is new, 
opened, or closed. 

Next, we are going to 
click on one of these 

leads to open it

Please note the “QR” 
Code, which we will 
discuss later in this 

webinar

Invitation Manager Navigation



After opening the “Lead” 
this is what appears.

Here you can see their 
contact information, 

Here is a place for 
various notes that the 

Unit Key 3, DE & Dstrict 
volunteers can add 

indicating contacts that 
have been made 

(VERY IMPORTANT TO 
DOCUMENT ALL 
CONTACTS !!!!)

Here is a place where the 
“lead” can comment 
about their inquiry*

At the bottom here, you 
can send the lead an 

application

NOTE: This is an example where the parent is recruiting your unit, please respond within 
48 hrs. as you will not get the chance to make a 2nd first impression!!!

Invitation Manager Navigation
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One more tool you can use is to 
generate a QR code that will 

navigate the user to the webpage 
that will allow them to apply to 

your unit.

To do this, return to the first page 
and instead of going to 

“organization manager”, go to 
“invitation manager.”

Click “Download QR Code”

This will generate a QR code that 
can be copied to your recruitment 

materials & videos so you can share 
with event information with 

prospective members of your unit

Invitation Manager Navigation
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Now we’re going to click on 
“application” on the left-hand 

side of the dashboard page

Here you can see the pending 
acceptance  applications that 
have been submitted for your 

review. This is the landing 
page for “application” 

manager

You can see here the various 
status summaries of the 

applications that have been 
submitted

Here are the pending 
applications and their status

Application Manager Navigation
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After clicking on 
one of the 

pending 
applications, you 
can review the 
status of the 

application, see 
contact 

information, leave 
notes on the 

application, and 
accept the 

application to 
your unit.

Application 
notes are 

located here 
– also very 

important to 
document 
contacts

Here you can see what the applicant has so far completed. In 
this case, the applicant has completed the payment and will 

be sent to the unit key 3 for acceptance

Application Manager Navigation



Using INVITATION MANAGER TO track SCHOOL NIGHT LEADS

After collecting information on 
your sign in sheet, create leads 

for each scout who did not 
complete an application at the 
Scout Night by clicking here:



Using INVITATION MANAGER TO track SCHOOL NIGHT LEADS

When you click on “new 
lead” select one of the 3 

options of the Lead 
Source:

a. Joining Night
b. Individual Lead

c. Other

Then proceed to fill in 
the remaining 

information as shown on 
the next slide



Using INVITATION 

MANAGER 

TO track SCHOOL 

NIGHT LEADS

Fill in all the information gathered 
from the sign in sheet and select 

one of three options:

Save and add another lead
(NOTE: To assist with your tracking, 

you can add the information of 
those parents who have already 

completed an application for their 
child)

Save and exit the form to follow up

Send an online application to those 
who have not yet applied to your 

unit



Are there any additional questions?

Thank you for your time.


